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  Partners 
  BIM - a Belgian software house 
  UMIST – University of  Manchester Institute of  Technology 
  Imperial College, London 
  LPA - Logic Programming Associates, London 
  University of  Liege, Belgium 
  Hitec – a Greek software house 
  SINTEF – a Norwegian research institute 
  SISU – Swedish Institute for Systems development 

  Budget 
  5+ years (1989 – 1993+)  
  About 7 million Euros 
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  Important assets of  the firm but hidden in programs 
  Constraints that restrict what may go on in the 

enterprise and hence what can be stored in its databases 

  Action rules that provided a certain event occurs and 
given that a certain precondition holds trigger some 
action to be performed 

  Derivation rules that define how some information can 
be derived from some other information. 



  Business rules derive from  
  Business objectives; Specifying the BR:s is the 

enterprise’s way to implement its objectives. They are 
the means to achieve the corporate ends.  

 Ex Customers should pay their invoices within 10 days 

  Laws and regulations 

 Ex Every car has to have a registration number 

  Laws of nature 

 Ex A child can have only one genetic mother 



  Proceeds in ticks 

  A number of  ticks constitutes a time period 

  An instance of  some entity or a relationship may hold for a 
limited period of  time. It stays in the database after it is 
”killed”. It is simply not true any more, but remains as a 
historical fact.  

  Possible query: Who owned this car, which is now 
destroyed, on October 19 2000? 
  You may trace the ownership throughout the years. 







  If  manufacturer.M produces car.C1 and 
manufacturer.M produces car.C2 and not C1 = C2 then 
not car.C1 has serial.no = car C2 has serial.no  

  If  car.C has serial.no = X then always_in_future (car.C 
has serial.no = X)  

  When car.C has reg_no if  some_time_in_past(car.C 
and just_before not car.C and Prod_year = this_year) 
then Prod_year = this_year or this_month = ‘January’ 
and Prod_year = last_year 



  Modeling with the TEMPORA formalisms a particular 
system at Sweden Post having to do with large customers 
being allowed to deliver mail in large batches on a contract 
basis.  

  It turned out to be possible together with business experts to 
model the system by means of  PID, ERT and ERL. It 
generated several hundreds of  rules on different levels of  
abstraction.  

  Difficult to keep track of  all the rules. A better structuring 
mechanism would have been needed.  



  Regular meetings with the whole project, perhaps 4 times a 
year. 

  About once a year we had a review by people from the 
commission and external experts.  

  In between, partners worked together in task groups that 
sometimes met in smaller meetings. 

  Nordic partners worked closely together on the modeling 
formalisms and tools and on the methodology. We produced 
a handbook together and wrote and published several papers 
together.  



  Conceptual schema 
  Inventing and specifying requirements notations 
  Building and testing modeling tools 
  Validating usefulness of  notations 
  Methodology for eliciting and developing models and 

rules 
  Transforming the ERT schema to a relational database 

model 
  Other partners were also involved in particular UMIST 

and Imperial College. 



  A better understanding of  what business rules are and how they can be represented 
(cf. Business Rules Group and BMM) 

  An understanding of  the temporal dimension and how it can be represented in 
requirements models and databases 

  Ideas from the TEMPORA conceptual schema were used in practice 

  Results from TEMPORA were used in education 

  The project also fed knowledge and ideas into later EU projects such as  

  F3 (From Fuzzy to Formal)  

  Elektra 

  Nature (Novel approaches to theories underlying requirements engineering),  

  Ores (temporal databases) and others.  

  Around 10 PhD theses more or less related to knowledge and results produced in 
TEMPORA 



  Questions? 


